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Abstract— Understanding the future transportation infrastructure
performance demands a smart Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) approach
integrating heterogeneous sensors, versatile computing systems, and
mobile agents. However, due to sensor versatility and computing intricacy,
designing such systems faces challenges of immense complexity in mobile
sensor fusion, big data handling, system scalability, and integration. This
paper introduces SIROM3 , a Scalable Intelligent ROaming Multi-Modal
Multi-Sensor framework, for next generation transportation infrastructure performance inspection. SIROM3 offers a scalable and expandable
framework through orthogonally abstracting software / hardware structures in a layered Run-Time Environment (RTE), which facilities sensor
fusion, distributed computing, communication and mobile services. A
Heterogeneous Stream File-system Overlay (HSFO) and a flexible plugin
system (PLEX) are embedded in SIROM3 to simplify big data storage,
processing, and correlation. To evaluate the scalability of SIROM3 ,
we implemented a mobile sensing system of 30 heterogeneous sensors
and 5 computing platforms coordinated by 1 data center. SIROM3 ’s
expandability is highlighted by adding an advanced radar platform
which required less than 50 lines of C++ code for integration. Over
20 terabytes of data covering 300 miles have been collected, aggregated,
and fused using SIROM3 for comprehending the pavement dynamics
of the entire city of Brockton, MA. SIROM3 offers a unified solution
and ideal research platform for rapid, intelligent and comprehensive
evaluation of tomorrow’s transportation infrastructure performance using
heterogeneous systems.

Keywords: Distributed Systems, Cyber-Physical Systems,
Smart Transportation, Big Data Management
I. I NTRODUCTION
Current roadway pavement monitoring methodologies often face challenges such as intrusive data gathering (e.g. stopping traffic), manual efforts and subsequently infrequent data
collection and limited coverage [33]. Hence, non-intrusive,
automated, fast, and adaptive solutions for data collection and
infrastructure assessment are necessary. Heterogeneous sensor
systems such as Multi-Modal Multi-Sensor (MMMS) systems
are promising aiming for adaptability, automated operations,
power and fuel efficiency, and ubiquitous assessment capability
in multiple data domains [9], [12]. Integrating MMMS systems
onto a mobile platform creates a Roaming Multi-Modal MultiSensor (RMMMS) system to collect multi-modal data under
roaming conditions.
However, RMMMS systems are challenging to develop and
operate due to the heterogeneity in sensors, data types and synchronization principles, as well as the sheer number of sensors.
Typically sensor systems are designed tailor-made to a specific
application, which impedes the overall scalability. Meanwhile,
system complexity increases exponentially with computational
diversities, network-wide collaboration and data correlation.
In addition, data-intensive sensors produce a large volume of
streaming data in real-time raising the importance to effectively
store, access, and process big data. Additionally, deploying
multiple RMMMS to increase geographical coverage area and

repetitively to survey for a time-varying assessment further
increases the complexity. These challenges indicate the need
of frameworks to simplify the development, deployment, and
management of multiple RMMMS systems.
In this paper, we propose SIROM3 as a systematic, unified
solution aiming to address the following challenges:
Fusion foundations. Enable data fusion at different hierarchy
and time points. Enable correlation and referencing across
components.
Big data handling. Heterogeneous, large volume data must
be efficiently stored and manipulated for knowledge discovery and data mining.
Automation. Minimize human interaction through full automation from data acquisition to the visualization of the
fused results.
Scalability and expandability. Offer a scalable and expandable solution enabling diversity in sensing and the growth
of components of distinctive attributes (i.e., from sensor
units to control centers).
SIROM3 provides a Run-Time Environment that provides
common services across all components. The system’s hierarchical design facilitates scalability and expandability, which
simplifies integration of new sensors, allows flexibly adding
processing elements or increasing the RMMMS fleet. The
fusion foundation service, as well as the Heterogeneous Stream
Filesystem Overlay (HSFO) facilitate data correlation and big
data processing. In addition, data migration and processing
is automated to reduce manual intervention while boosting
overall productivity.
We demonstrate the efficiency of SIROM3 as part of the
Versatile Onboard Traffic-Embedded Roaming Sensors (VOTERS) project [5]. We designed, implemented and deployed a
new RMMMS (in the form of a van) with over 30 heterogeneous sensor systems, 5 onboard processing platforms, all
communicating via a local fast network. A centralized fleet
control and management unit coordinates data aggregation over
several RMMMS systems and provides information fusion.
We assessed road surface conditions at the city scale in
a real-life field test. The RMMMS collected and aggregated
over 20 terabytes of data on 300 miles of road in the city
of Brockton, MA. The data is aggregated to a centralized
server for data fusion and geospatially visualized for an augmented understanding of the pavement conditions. SIROM3 ’s
automation simplifies collection, data migration, processing
and visualization substantially reducing manual interaction.
SIROM3 empowers a new avenue of civil infrastructure
inspection and health monitoring. Furthermore, with the builtin big data processing features, SIROM3 is an ideal plat-
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low-cost, faster, and easy to deploy sensor technology. In
addition, the need to manage and jointly consider data from
multiple service providers, locations, and inspections dates is
highly desired.
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Fig. 1. Time-varying behavior of civil infrastructure

form for investigating the time-varying behavior of roadways.
Nonetheless, SIROM3 ’s principles are domain-independent.
SIROM3 is adaptive and flexible to serve other applications
such as water quality or air pollution detection.
The remainder of this paper is organized as following.
Section II motivates the civil infrastructures inspection needs
and overviews RMMMS. Section III overviews the application
requirements and the SIROM3 framework, followed by details
of the foundation layer (Section IV), the essential SIROM3
services (Section V), and the big data handling (Section VI).
Section VII shows implementation achievements and survey
results. Section VIII reviews relevant related work and Section IX concludes this paper.
II.

BACKGROUND AND M OTIVATION

This section first overviews overarching challenges demanding advanced infrastructure performance monitoring. It
then illustrates RMMMS as a promising approach and highlights challenges driving the need for an RMMMS framework.
A. Roadway Infrastructure Monitoring
In current civil infrastructure, bridge deck and pavement
deterioration frequently take place below the surface and
cannot be evaluated by visual means [6]. Pavement deteriorates
due to internal moisture damage, debonding, and loss of
subsurface support. Pavement layers are subjected to extensive
abrasion and deterioration from service loading (e.g. traffic)
and environmental attacks (e.g. freeze-thaw, rain, road salts).
Fig. 1 conceptually illustrates deterioration of roads over time
and the opportunities of early repairs.
If certain distresses are repaired before they reach critical
levels, at least five times less money is spent, compared to
not doing anything. More severely, the impact is exponentially
amplified for the large-scale civil infrastructure. Identifying
”trouble spots” as soon as they appear will result in saving
huge amounts of money, time, and effort, and extend its
overall lifetime. For this, frequent infrastructure performance
monitoring is essential.
It is currently impossible to obtain the life cycle of the
time-varying behavior of the civil infrastructure due to the
difficulty in continuous monitoring of the pavement status.
Traditional inspection methods [1], [2], [3] are slow, require
traffic delay causing road closures, and are often not effective.
Single channel single domain pushcart technologies such as
Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR), and infrared thermography
are only a marginal improvement [31], [14], [25], [4], [30].
These technologies suffer either from the need for traffic
closures or provide insufficient spatial data coverage, which
has reduced their acceptance and reliability.
Therefore, there is an increasing need for improved roadway and bridge deck inspection methods and devices using

Roaming Multi-Modal Multi-Sensor (RMMMS) systems
are a promising approach to provide the desperately needed
improvements in infrastructure performance monitoring to
reduce traffic impact (road closures), increase geographical
coverage, and to provide time-variant survey information to
track early deterioration.
More general, an RMMMS system can be instantiated
through a mobile agent, such as human (wearable sensor
systems), bikes, vehicles, planes (fixed wings) or quadcopter
(rotary wings), to collect data from different platforms.
One usage of the RMMMS system appeared in the DARPA
grand challenge [8], [36] is self-navigating autonomous vehicles. Although they have additional challenges such as
autonomous navigation and steer control, the principles of
heterogeneous data gathering and processing together with
system-level design complexity outlined here are applicable to
autonomous platforms. The problems of system coordination,
collaboration and data correlation, are orthogonal to the issues
of autonomous operations.
A number of challenges exist for designing, realizing, and
implementing RMMMS systems:
• Versatility of sensor systems and system components.
• High computational and communication demands.
• Real-time and time synchronization constraints.
• System coordination, collaboration; data correlation.
• High degree of system-level design complexity.
• Maximize automation, minimize manual interaction.
RMMMS systems often contain multiple computational intensive components (e.g. radar sensors or real-time data
parsing/processing computers), which jointly produce high
processing load that cannot be accommodated by a single
processing element and thus requiring a distributed system
solution [20]. This adds multiple challenges such as communication, coordination, and collaboration from the distributed
system domain to allow processing elements cooperate with
data aggregation across multiple distributed elements. The
appropriate methodology for such environment is a separate
yet actively researched area [18].
Some sensors require fast sampling in time or dense
sampling in space. Such high volume data streams may flood
the entire system during data collection. The issue is in
particular severe when multiple such components exist and
operate simultaneously. Thus, the flexibility and efficiency of
big data handling and processing is a critical in an RMMMS
systems, as the gathered data must be made available for
knowledge discovery through fusion algorithms.
An ever-increasing system complexity is, therefore, inevitable on both hardware and software when designing a reallife RMMMS system to accommodate the above challenges
of mobility, scalability, distributivity, and big data. Hence, a
unified framework, such as SIROM3 , is needed to simplify
designing, prototyping, deploying, managing, and aggregating a fleet of RMMMS systems. A flexible and adaptable
framework on both software and hardware architecture is
needed to addresses these challenges and the overall design
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Fig. 2. SIROM3 Multi-Tier Hierarchical Architecture

complexity in a system-level design approach both horizontally
(expandability) and vertically (scalability).
In the context of roadway infrastructure monitoring, a
framework such as SIROM3 , will significantly improve pavement inspection and analysis. This data in turn empowers
stakeholders to schedule preventive maintenance and prioritize
repairs, which reduces the cost of transportation infrastructure
while improving quality.
III.

SIROM3 F RAMEWORK

The SIROM3 framework is needed for a flexible and
efficient realization of such an RMMMS. This motivates the
development work to provide a flexible transportation infrastructure inspection system. This section overviews SIROM3
structure followed with a detailed discussion of its components.
A. SIROM3 Framework Overview
Fig. 2 shows the overall design of SIROM3 as a multi-tier
hierarchical architecture that includes sensors, Multi-Sensor
Aggregators (MSA), Roaming Sensor Systems (RSS)1 , Fleet
Management and Control (FCM) and a visualization backend. Meanwhile, a Heterogeneous Stream File-system Overlay
(HSFO) and Plugin Executor (PLEX) environment are tightly
integrated to facilitate big data processing, storage and management. The hierarchical architecture eases a control/respond
mechanism between a higher level element and its child
elements. For instance, FCM controls an array of RSS and
each RSS can report the location or transfer data back per
request or autonomously via cellular communication or LAN
connection.
A one-to-many relationship exists from FCM to RSS. FCM
is considered as the centralized server and, therefore, is a
singleton in our design. The FCM centralizes and manipulates the aggregated data from multiple RSSes to facilitate
knowledge discovery and data mining through temporal/spatial
data correlation and visualized in the visualization back-end.
An arbitrary number of RSSes can be controlled by FCM
via wireless or wired communications. Due to the limited
bandwidth of cellular communication, the transfer is limited
to control and configuration messages between the FCM and
RSSes while the system is roaming, and data collection is
ongoing. Once a sufficient network environment is available,
such as a local gigabyte cable is plugged in to the system,
large volume of collected data can be transferred to the FCM
automatically.
1 In the rest of the paper, we use Roaming Sensor System to denote RMMMS
systems for generality.

Similarly, an RSS contains numerous MSAs for their
distributed computational power and system heterogeneity.
Connected in a local gigabyte network, each MSA is aware
of the existence of one another, which, therefore, creates an
opportunity for local collaboration between MSAs depending
on distinctive versatility and availability. Within an MSA,
multiple sensors (both homogeneous and heterogeneous) are
attached to form the essential unit of RMMMS.
Given this hierarchical structure, data aggregation is simply
achieved by propagating the data streams from one level to
one above. Due to the large volume of data being collected
by data-intensive sensors (such as GPR and HD Video), the
HSFO provides for a reliable and efficient method to store and
access the high volume of streaming data attaching to each
MSA. A centralized HSFO is also available on the FCM to
aggregate data from distributed sources. A PLEX environment
is implemented to further simplify algorithm integration and
eliminate manual intervention with a fully automated approach.
The hierarchical design contributes to a flexible system
design reusing the core service: RTE that constitutes each
component in SIROM3 (see Fig. 2). It provides essential services while offering modularity to integrate specified features
of components. This horizontally ensures the expandability at
the level of sensors, MSA, RSS and FCM as an arbitrary
number of each of the elements with different attributes and
characteristics can be integrated seamlessly. Meanwhile, the
scalability is guaranteed on the vertical aspect where we scale
the computing power, storage system, and data aggregation
from the minimal unit (sensors) to the maximum, which is the
server cloud (FCM).
B. SIROM3 Run-Time Environment
In the SIROM3 architecture, MSAs, RSSes, FCM and visualization back-end all share the commonalities such as hardware requirements, OSes, synchronization and communication
middleware. These services can be encapsulated in a layered
model offering modularized and reuseable design pattern to
support scalability and expandability of the architecture. The
SIROM3 Run-time Environment (RTE) is a model that defines
the core services that are common amongst all components.
Fig. 3 depicts the layered view of the RTE defined as the
fundamental element in the SIROM3 framework constituting
the services from MSAs to visualization back-end (see Fig. 2).
In the layered model, the generality of the services is captured.
The lower services are common (e.g. both MSAs and FCM
need to possess essential computing resources), while higher
services lead to more application-specific features such as
sensor drivers or GIS database. In particular, the RTE is composed by three distinctive service layers with corresponding
dependencies: the infrastructure layer, the foundation layer
and the SIROM3 -service layer.
The infrastructure layer defines the most essential system elements that are Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) for
computing and communication purposes. This layer includes
system-wide hardware resources (computing elements, power
supply, data acquisition systems), OSes2 , network interfaces
(WiFi, 4G/3G/GPRS and LAN interface) and the availability of
the storage systems (database and backup disk). Sitting at the
bottom of the model, this layer shares the most commonalities
as these services are not application specific and universally
2 SIROM3
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manageable. In the foundation layer, communication and synchronization schemes are designed, implemented and tuned.
Core services are provided in the SIROM3 -service layer to
aid the control and management over multiple components
and heterogeneous data using coordination and collaboration
module and an integrated Big Data Handling module.
In the rest of the paper, Section IV discusses the foundation
layer that are the necessary step for information processing.
The SIROM3 -Services layer is discussed in Section V and
Section VI to address the challenges of coordination and
collaboration and big data handling.
IV.

F OUNDATION L AYER

Sensors within an RSS are spatially distributed, may have
different triggering requirements. With varying sampling intervals/spacings, they are operated from separate MSAs. The
challenge is to design a system that allows each sensor’s
sampling to be accurately geolocated to allow for spatial and
temporal comparison of the multi-modal data.
A. Synchronization Services
The ability to determine an accurate position for each data
sample acquired is of utmost importance for data fusion and
visualization. To achieve this, we rely on two facts (a) the
position of sensors relative to the RSS is known and (b) a
tight time synchronization is in place. Then, each sample is
time stamped when collected at each sensor. An additional
stream records the location of the vehicle. Then, each data
sample’s location can be computed based on the timestamp,
vehicle location and sensor offset.
Temporal correlation across data streams (and consequently
spatial correlation) is determined by timestamping each sample
with micro-second accurate time. This poses strict requirements on availability (across platforms), robustness and reliability (time synchronization budgets with different rigidness).
Spatial correlation is achieved globally by localization services
(GPS) and local geometrical relationship of sensors to an
absolute reference point on the vehicle (RSS). Synchronization
of streams with the positioning data requires the following:
• Accurate on-board position information for each RSS.
• A notion of world time for each RSS.
• Tight time synchronization from RSS to all MSA (within
timing budget).
• Known location of each sensor relative to RSS reference
point.
• Timestamping each sample with the RSS time.
In the implementation of our project, we fuse a decimeter
accuracy GPS, a Distance Measurement Instrument (DMI) and
an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) to obtain a sufficiently
accurate position. Only very lose requirements exist for the
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global time synchronization, it is only used to correlate the date
of time of recordings between vehicles. Conversely, strict time
synchronization must be achieved across MSAs within an RSS.
The maximum vehicle speed and desired spatial correlation
between streams demand less than 359 µs [5] jitter. For time
synchronization we use Precision Timing Protocol (PTP) [23],
backed up by Network Timing Protocol (NTP) [32].
Results of the testing of the software based time synchronization show a maximum jitter of 12 µs with a standard deviation of 2.0375 µs (see Section VII), small enough to achieve
our triggering and time stamping requirements. Sampled data
is time stamped when acquired. Streams with varying sample
periods must stamp each sample. Streams with constant sample
period time stamp on a coarser granularity.
B. Communication Services
The communication service serves as a critical role in the
RT E as the distributed nature of the system architecture relies
upon a large set of control and status messages, as well as on
bulk data transfer. SIROM3 leverages existing communication
mechanisms that are robust, reliable and configurable.
For realizing control and status messaging across the
distributed system, SIROM3 utilizes CORBA [34], an industrial standard cross-platform middleware as the back-end
communication service. In particular, the TAO on top of the
OS abstraction ACE was chosen. On top of them, essential
communication messages including Registration, Configuration and other control/autonomous messages are defined and
realized. The CORBA communication is also utilized for
the cellular communication for in-survey updates to allow
real-time configuration and robust operations. Note that the
internally used communication scheme is completely hidden
from users of the framework (sensor developer, application
logic, plugins) abstracted by the SIROM3 -Services layer.
Bulk data transfer is realized with an underlying FTP
protocol. The bulk data transfer only occurs when a fast
network environment is available. The two foundation services
of synchronization and communication frameworks create the
basis for realizing the SIROM3 -Service layer and subsequently
enable the coordination and collaboration.
V.

SIROM3 -S ERVICES L AYER

The SIROM3 -services layer offers essential run-time services encapsulated in coordination and collaboration modules.
Furthermore, big data handling module enables a reliable and
efficient approach for high volume streaming data.
A. Coordination
Fig. 4 depicts coordination using three types of control
messages within the hierarchical system: Single, F orward
and Scatter messages. Single messages are one-to-one information delivery, whereas F orward messages are sent from
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one party and relayed through a proxy to another party.
Scatter messages are a generic broadcasting message protocol
that one party can send to multiple recipients.
Coordination occurs when a parent component directs the
behavior of its children. For instance, FCM configures the RSS
via a Single message. It can also request a data upload via
a Scatter message to an RSS who then broadcasts it to its
onboard MSAs where the actual data is located, and initiates
a distributed upload. In addition autonomous messages from
child components to the parent exist, such as MSAs register
to RSS to report their operating status autonomously.
SIROM3 introduces a seamless control flow on top-down
and information aggregation from bottom-up with a temporal
and spatial synchronization as the premise. Therefore, SIROM3
greatly facilitates decision making and control/management at
various levels (FCM, RSS and MSA).
B. Collaboration
Synchronization and communication also empower intraMSA collaboration. MSAs can jointly perform actions (decisions) that cannot be achieved alone. E.g. the distance information obtained by a local Distance Measurement Instruments
(DMI) can be augmented by an Inertial Measurement Unit
(IMU) to improve accuracy. This corrected distance stream
in turn, can be used to control the shutter of a camera
to achieve accurate distance triggering. With the transparent
communication, all sensors are potentially at different MSAs.
SIROM3 realizes the intra-MSA collaboration through an
event channel (EC) [34] built upon TAO infrastructure (see
Fig. 3). Fig. 5 illustrates the concepts of EC running inside
an RSS. A number of MSAs can register as producer and
feed data streaming into the EC through update calls. On the
other side, a number of consumer MSAs can be delivered
with data through invoking calls once the data is available
in the EC addressing to a specific MSAs or broadcasting.
A data FIFO queue is implemented to buffer the message
from producers to consumers to ensure QoS. The EC can
be configured with error-tolerance and real-time feature and
details of the configuration can be found in [21].
Fig. 6 shows an example of intra-MSA collaboration between an MSA concentrating on precise localization specialty
with a local DMI sensor, GPS and IMU systems. This MSA
works as a producer in the collaboration relationship outputting

a highly accurate distance measurement being fed into the
EC. A high-definition camera is mounted on another MSA
to capture pavement images per 50mm while the vehicle is
roaming through the traffic. Once the vehicle is still, there is no
image taken to avoid duplicated image avoiding redundancy,
thus saving storage. In Fig. 6, a linear relationship between
traveled distance and accumulated number of photos taken
is observed in the result of a real field test of one RSS.
As the vehicle roams through traffic, photos are being taken
constantly with a fixed distance interval (although it is realtime adjustable). Once the vehicle stops at traffic light, no
photos are taken.
VI.

B IG DATA H ANDLING

The distributed sensor systems in RSS and the dataintensive nature of some sensors of MSAs produce large
streaming data (i.e. hundreds of gigabytes of data per hour
shown in Tabl. I) continuously during a data collection.
The gathered data needs to be stored and processed automatically through a local storage system attached to MSAs
(see Fig. 2) as well as being aggregated to FCM from all
MSAs in an RSS3 . Therefore, the ability to handle data storage
across multiple components (sensor, MSA, RSS and FCM) at
multiple levels in the hierarchy is of particular importance.
More severely, heterogeneity and versatility of the data pose
the challenge for cross-referencing big data with distinctive
attributes and characteristics (e.g. correlation between radar
image and acoustic signals).
In this section, a Heterogeneous Stream File system Overlay (HSFO) is proposed and implemented to address the above
challenges in a metafile approach. The HSFO is platformindependent, meaning that it can be used in any component
in the system hierarchy being adaptive to the scalability and
expandability of SIROM3 . Tightly integrated into the SIROM3
framework, it offers an efficient, fast and reliable method to
handle the heterogeneous big data.
A. HSFO
Depicted in Fig. 7, the HSFO is designed as a glue layer
connecting the streaming applications that produce or consume
big volume of stream data and native file systems such as
Linux, QNX or Windows file systems. The overlay design
separates the meta information associated with streams of data
and the raw binary data. It preserves the rich information exhibited by the data such as geolocation or sampling frequency,
in the metafile hierarchy provided in the HSFO, meanwhile
leverages the underlying file system for robust file storage.
Such design also guarantees the platform-independence as the
HSFO is designed above certain file systems within any OS.
The metafile is designed to organize the heterogeneity
exposed in the data collection dynamics and design complexity.
For instance, different geo-point of interests (i.e. an important
area) may influence several data characteristics as the sampling
frequency can be adjusted. Like the system hierarchy (see
Fig. 2), the HSFO, therefore, exploits the hierarchical nature of
the contains relationship existing between data objects aiming
to decompose the complexity into manageable granularities.
The metafile hierarchy is shown in Fig. 7 as a tree structure.
We define multiple hierarchical elements, namely surveys,
3 We focus on one RSS discussion however, the same principle applies to
multiple instances.
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Fig. 8. Metafile Example

sessions, streams to accommodate the dynamic data characteristics. The root node is the top-level where other elements
originated from. It may have multiple surveys, which contain
multiple sessions, which further contain streams. Streams
may include multiple f iles that are pointing to the raw binary
files on the file system.
As a basic element in the metafile hierarchy, f ile is
the binary/raw data in the host file system. e.g. It could
be an image or acoustic signals. Stream is defined as a
set of data in the same semantics to capture the streaming
essence of the data. Stream, with the properties of ID, T ype,
Qualif ier, P arameter (see Fig. 7) and other fields, handles
the heterogeneity and versatility of data by structuring them
and grouping them accordingly. The T ype corresponds to the
originated sensor type within a stream. Qualif ier shows the
processing level of the data such as raw, f used or ref ined
data. P arameter is the fine-tunable factor to denote the
stream behaviors. It could be image resolution or acquisition
frequency of a radar. This also implies that two streams
from the same sensor T ype but have different Qualif ier
or P arameter are two separated streams. With an ID and
other fields, the session is defined as a consecutive (i.e.
non-interrupting) measurement of an area. It is introduced to
facilitate managing streams regarding settings (i.e. Qualif er,
P arameter, etc.). Composed of ID, Date, Location and
other fields, the survey is defined as a data collection of an
area by an RSS. To be suitable to the mobile nature of the
system, survey can be conveniently separated manually at a
temporal or geographical granularity (i.e. date, location), such
that the survey can be an hour/day-based or city-based.
In Fig. 8, it shows an example of stream metafiles for video
images stream and microphone acoustic stream. Metafiles
are written in libconfig [28] format, which is more compact
and human readable than XML. The stream metafiles contain
stream attributes together with all binary files stored. The
sensorId and streamT ype in the stream attribute indicate
the originated sensor type of the stream and current stream
name. For example, the two streams called surf aceImgRaw
and complexDaqM ic represent pavement surface images
captured by video camera and microphone acoustic data.
StreamQualif ier shows both streams are raw data without
being refined. The f ileIdList lists all the ID of the binary
data files included in each stream. Since each taken picture is
a f ile in the stream, the video stream has an array of files.
Similarly, acoustic stream records a list of 30s acoustic signal
f iles. Each f ile has properties such as f ileId, or f ileN ame.
The two settings: timeStart, timeEnd record the timestamp
of acquiring the data and are most critical for data correlation
since it is a common attribute between different data sets. To
associate each image with an acoustic clip, the timestamp (e.g.

surf aceImgRaw0.tif f ) should be correlated with the period
of complexDaqM ic0.txt. Since the acoustic file lasts for 30s,
several images may be correlated to one microphone acoustic
file.
The metafile approach, therefore, classifies data strategically and manages them in order. The spanning tree structure
enables a quick search and random access (read/write) to
a particular inquiring stream. It eases data processing by
enabling operations on random streams, which facilitates the
data manipulation in multiple fusion phases.
This hierarchical overlay provides a simple and effective
way to handle large volumes of big data with aspect to flexibility, scalability and expandability. The big data processing
layer (part of RTE, see Fig. 3) can be instantiated in any
system component such as MSA, RSS or FCM. Moreover,
as SIROM3 inherently supports vertical expandability and
horizontal scalability systems, the HSFO also adapts to the
same degree of flexibility in the metafile hierarchy.
B. HSFO with Plugin Executor (PLEX)
The key point for big data handling is the flexible data
processing. Facilities are needed to fuse heterogeneous data
streams, correlate them in time and space and allow for visualization. Furthermore, flexibility in processing and chaining
processing steps have to be an integral part in the solution.
To enable flexible processing, we introduce plugins in
SIROM3 . A plugin uses streams as inputs and produces new
output streams. Examples include the calculation of crack density from the video stream, or calculating Pavement Condition
Index (PCI) from fused data on pavement surfaces.
The plugin executor (PLEX) schedules and executes plugins. Fig. 9 illustrates the PLEX environment containing the
PLEX, the inputs definitions of Stream Definitions and Plugin
Rules, as well as an array of (system- and algorithmic-)
plugins with a rule-based scheduler. System plugins are system
operations such as data retrieval, transfer or tagging, whereas
algorithmic plugins are algorithm realizations operating on
streams to produce new results or refine existing results.
Plugins can interact with the HSFO seamlessly via
a number of exposed APIs such as streamGet() or
streamCreate() to retrieve existing streams to operate on or
create new streams to produce improved results, respectively.
The HSFO APIs are exposed through C, MATLAB and Python
to enable a wide range of plugin development environments.
As one plugin is often not able to handle all these processes,
multiple plugins are designed and incorporated to perform
incremental and algorithmic-specific data processing. In order
to integrate a new plugin into PLEX, a user needs to provide
a Stream Definition that defines which stream to operate on or

Stream Definitions

PLEX Environment
TABLE I. Data diversity and volume
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Rule
1

Rule
2

PluginN
Plugin3
Plugin2
Plugin1

Rule-based
Scheduler

Fig. 9. PLEX Environment

a new stream to be created and a Plugin rule that directs the
rule-based scheduler.
This enables the data processing level remain at the granularity of streams, which complies to the metafile hierarchy of
HSFO. Furthermore, the fusion procedure can exist on multiple
levels in the distributed architecture. For example, the sensorlevel fusion can be realized in an algorithm plugin to perform
real-time location optimization with real-time streaming data
from sensors. Knowledge-level fusion can be achieved with a
similar approach yet only a different algorithm at FCM level
to retrieve existing streams and generate new refined streams.
This modularized design pattern significantly reduces the
effort of developing and experimenting new algorithms meanwhile the internal rule-based scheduler further enhances the
overall SIROM3 automation. For instance, a serialization can
be achieved by running a number of plugins with dependency.
e.g. Data cleaning plugin is often necessary for crack detection
data mining algorithm plugin.
In addition, the flexibility of the PLEX enables plugins
to be executed in parallel with respect to dependency yet
without interfering each other to speedup performance. As
developing algorithms is a progressive effort, they will be
usually improved and need to be updated every once in a while.
With PLEX environment, each algorithm can be changed
individually as needed without interfering with others.
PLEX’s advantages include reusability, understandability,
and the allowance for formal software analysis and integration
techniques. This also increases the reliability and power of the
overall system. In this paper, the result of using the PLEX
is demonstrated in Section VII, however, the PLEX can be
deployed on any level in the system hierarchy.
VII.

I MPLEMENTATION AND R ESULTS

To validate SIROM3 , this section briefly examines an instance of SIROM3 for realizing the Versatile Onboard TrafficEmbedded Roaming Sensors (VOTERS) project. The results
section shows an MSA/RSS performance analysis and demonstrates the benefits on a city-wide infrastructure inspection.

Domains
MSA1
MSA2
MSA2
MSA3
MSA4
MSA5

(Positioning data)
(Acoustic Microphones)
(Dynamic Tire Pressure)
(Millimeter-wave radar)
(Video Systems)
(GPR systems)

Max
Sensor

Min
Trigger
Interval

Points /
Sensor /
Trigger

Size /
point
[byte]

Data
rate
[GB/h]

1
4
2
10
1
16

0.2 s
25 us
25 us
25 us
1m
0.01 m

4
1
1
1
5018400
1024

4
4
4
4
1
2
Total

0.0003
2.1
1.1
5.4
467.4
305.2
781.1

(both distance triggered) record the most data. Acoustic microphones, dynamic tire pressure sensor systems, and millimeterwave radar are time triggered. They collect at a sampling rate
of 25 µs. The positioning data stream is negligible compared to
the main sensor systems. In total, 781 gigabytes are expected
per hour when driving at 100 km/h.
B. RSS Implementation
Fig. 10 shows the RSS containing over 30 sensor units in
10 different domains including: laser height sensors, acoustic
microphone arrays, dynamic tire pressure sensors, differential
GPS systems, mm-wave radar, GPR arrays, inertial measurement unit systems, DMI sensor systems, HD camera systems and GPS timing board systems. Sensors are grouped
to 5 MSAs distributing computational and storage resources
(Tabl. I). Each MSA is an industrial-quality Single Board
Computer based on a 2.6GHz Intel Quad-Core, 4GB memory,
an array of solid state storage system, and a PC-104 interfaces
for hardware extensions, such as DAQ systems or GPS timing
board. A local Gigabit network interconnects MSAs for intracomponent collaboration as well as coordination. To assist onthe-fly data visualization, the RSS includes a portable realtime monitoring tablet and an in-vehicle system control (see
Fig. 10).
C. SIROM3 Architecture Implementation
Fig. 11 shows an overview of the SIROM3 architecture implementation. A hierarchical system composition is illustrated
on the left side with an array of sensor systems contained in
MSAs mounted onto an RSS. Multiple RSSes are directed by
the FCM. RSS and FCM communicate through a cellular connection during a survey (see Fig. 11). To conserve bandwidth,
only control/management messages are transferred via cellular.
After an RSS completes its survey, it returns to its base where

A. System Specifications
The VOTERS project collects roadway and bridge deck
condition information (both surface and subsurface) using
an RMMMS mounted on a vehicle while roaming at traffic
speeds. The goal is to achieve continuous network-wide infrastructure health monitoring using multiple RMMMS units.
An important benefit will be time-lapse data sets allowing
monitoring and analyzing deterioration over time. It thereby
will provide experimental results to validate and improve
existing life-cycle models [13], [35], [37].
An RMMMS collects data from multiple domains, each
potentially consisting of an array of heterogeneous sensor
systems. Tabl. I gives an impression about the domains and
their recorded data amounts. The GPR and HD video camera

Fig. 10. RSS Implementation
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Fig. 11. SIROM3 Implementation Architecture

D. Performance Analysis
To assess SIROM3 ’s quality, we evaluate resource utilization and communication overheads outlined in Tabl. II. The
results, averaged over a period of the survey, reflect intrinsic
system operations (i.e. without extra plugins). In addition, we
list the amount of integration code to indicate the ease of
integrating new MSAs.
TABLE II. MSA Performance Results
Systems
MSA1
MSA2
MSA3
MSA4
MSA5
MSA5 (DAQ)

CPU [%] Memory Footprint
[%]
[MB]
[MB]
0.04
2.69
3.25
3.21
52.6
45.4

7.9484
6.8237
10.4202
10.5188
95.6133
93.2933

41.6797
39.9688
28.9414
28.9336
89.2422
72.4375

Network Avg. Comm. Total Intg.
load
Latency
Code Code
[KBps]
[us]
[%] [%]
216.392
82.06
800.97
842.98
122.68
NA

3.7149
4.2916
6.3283
5.5105
4.2325
NA

3.8
6.5
6.3
2.9
3.6
NA

3.8
1.1
0.13
0.09
0.09
NA

Overall, all MSAs operate with a fairly low CPU and
memory consumption utilizing asynchronous data acquisition
(DAQ) and direct memory access (DMA). Only MSA5, the
high quality video system, has a high CPU consumption due
to simultaneous raw image shooting and JPEG compression
(e.g. via PLEX as a plugin). In addition, the camera system
requires extra libraries yielding an increased footprint.

200

1

0.8

Number of Samples

Cumulative Probability

a fast network is available (i.e. Gigabit Ethernet or 802.11n
network). Upon detection of the home location and network,
automatic bulk data upload to the FCM and data aggregation
are automatically triggered. Localization services in an RSS
offer geo-fencing for automation (e.g. start/stop survey).
The FCM contains centralized storage, a PLEX and Control
& Management cloud services, and flexible customizations
and extensions of a GIS server. The GIS server is seamlessly
integrated together with the FCM, leveraging the power and
flexibility of the PLEX module. The PLEX is informed when
the upload of survey data to the storage system has completed.
This triggers PLEX to start processing of the available data
through contained algorithmic and systemic plugins.
Plugins operate on the uploaded data importing to the
GIS server (see Fig. 11). Plugins are executed based on a
configurable rule set for pre-processing, fusion and finally
Data Intake extracts the raw data, fusing it for transferring
into the GIS server with meaningful geo-tags.
To enable large-scale geo-referencing and knowledge discovery, a GIS server, based on ArcGIS, was developed. The
GIS server enables visualizing citywide pavement conditions.
A Web Adaptor enables access through a thin client application, making the data easily accessible via the Internet.
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Fig. 12. Timing Analysis

The local Gigabit network interconnecting all MSAs shows
low utilization as stream data is collected and stored locally
to each MSA (see Fig. 2). Our design goal is to retain a
low traffic across MSAs during the survey phase to enable
essential collaboration messages (i.e. control messages). Each
MSA in turn processes collected data through the platformagnostic PLEX for local storage. Conversely, during upload
period all bandwidth is utilized for bulk data transfer.
SIROM3 in total consists of 52K Lines Of Code (LOC)
mainly in C++. The last two columns in Tabl. II show
LOC for each MSAs separated into total code (DAQ, glue,
communication, etc) and code for system integration. MSA1
serves as the central vehicle logic and thus contains more
integration code (about 2K). Other MSAs require much less
integration code compared to the total code size. For example,
MSA4 is an advanced radar system. It requires less than 50
LOC (0.09%) to integrate into the SIROM3 structure. This
small integration code size is a good indication for the ease of
integrating new sensors and MSAs.
Timing accuracy is critical for sensor fusion. Data collected from multiple streams need to agree upon a common
temporal data point. Fig. 12(b) shows that our realized PTP
synchronization stays within a maximum jitter of 12µs with
a standard deviation of 2.0375µs. This satisfies the synchronization requirements defined in Section IV-A. In addition, collaboration across MSAs needs to occur within timing bounds.
To evaluate the communication performance, Fig. 12(a) plots
the cumulative probability of communication latency during
regular operations across MSAs. All MSAs exhibit a very low
communication latency. The 96 %-tile ranges from 3µs to 9µs.
The average latency (see Tabl. II) ranges from 3µs to 6µs.
The low overhead introduced in SIROM3 framework ensures
a timely communication and collaboration.

Pressure Acoustic

Radar

Road Condition
Rating Scale

Fig. 13. Temporal Data Fusion Example

E. Data Fusion and System Impact
Given the accuracy in timing, Fig. 13 illustrates data fusion
opportunities through temporal correlation. Three different
data streams are correlated based on sample time to identify
the abnormality on the pavement surface. In this example,
manholes are identified separated from potholes using multiple
sensor sources to remove false positive results. The data fusion
process is fully automated using PLEX, and the developed GIS
visualization portal contains multiple data layers covering a
given roadway.
The SIROM3 architecture has been evaluated when assessing the infrastructure performance of the entire city of
Brockton, Massachusetts, USA. Fig. 14 shows a snapshot
of the GIS visualization portal showing the city pavement
condition for entire road network of the city. Using one RSS
we surveyed over 300 miles gathering inspection data over all
lanes. Over 20 terabytes of data have been already collected,
aggregated, fused and visualized in the FCM and GIS server.
Enabled by the system, the severity of the road condition can
be prioritized so that proper repair and maintenance action can
be taken considering budgetary constraints.
TABLE III. The Overall Impact of SIROM3
300 Miles Coverage
SIROM3
Traditional Methods4
Van-based systems [24]

Data Collection [h] Data Transfer [h] Data Processing [h]
20-24
640-800
24-32

14-16
0
14-16

14
160-320
160-320

In order to assess the value of the VOTERS project
built upon the SIROM3 framework, we compare the time
effort for data collection, transfer and processing in three
scenarios: using the SIROM3 , traditional methods and vanbased systems. The mobility apparently wins over traditional
methods on data collection period in the case of SIROM3 and
van-based systems. However, the data transfer is significant
for mobile agents as the large amount of data transfer is
under bandwidth constraint, whereas field engineers can retrieve data immediately on the field. Lastly, SIROM3 excels
on data processing time thanks to the unified automation
embodied in plugins and PLEX. Moreover, the scalability and
expendability of SIROM3 creates more diverse opportunities
for new senor technique integrations yet systems in [24] are
less scalable and expandable in cost efficient ways. As a
result, SIROM3 significantly simplifies the construction of
scalable and efficient multi-modal multi-sensor mobile sensor
systems. The VOTERS project which is based on SIROM3
enables collection of infrastructure health information at traffic
speeds. This allows expanding analysis coverage and repeating
inspections to validate and improve the desperately needed
deterioration models.
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Fig. 14. Brockton, MA Roadway Assessment

VIII.

R ELATED WORK

Research effort has been investigated into applying the
versatility of multi-modal multi-sensor systems to the civil
domain in a cyber-physical approach [7], [17]. Sensor systems
or motes are developed in favor of the low-cost, availability,
sensor versatility and time-to-market. Distributed data processing across network solving fusion challenges is also studied
in [29], [26], [27]. However, these approaches often involve
permanent deployment or installation on civil infrastructures.
This is not adaptive to our situation as the still sensor systems
suffer a limited coverage area with high maintenance cost and
low scalability.
RMMMS systems in civil application domain have recently emerged in [22], [10], [11] in order to offer realtime monitoring with more mobility and coverage. Sets of
mobile vehicles are developed which are embedded as an
RMMMS to automatically diagnose and analyze metropolitan
Wi-Fi deployments [22]. A content delivery system is proposed
in [10] to facilitate vehicular information. Meanwhile, in [11],
a special RMMMS system is designed to measure foliage
coverage with multiple versatile agents. This effort similarly
aims to have large scaled RMMMS systems to address a certain
area survey, but specifically targets Wi-Fi deployment or
foliage distribution. SIROM3 , on the other hand, is constructed
inherently to support generic system applications meanwhile
has more challenges in information fusion and collaborations.
Heterogeneous data in large volume generated by an
RMMMS system has not received much attention. In [15],
[19], middlewares and scalable architecture for processing
and managing heterogeneous sensor data are proposed and
implemented. Unlike their approach focusing on the efficiency
manipulating the data, SIROM3 addresses the big data issue
from an operating file system overlay perspective. Another
scope of focus on handling heterogeneous big data is to
address them in database perspective [38], [16]. Although it
provides an easy interface querying the data, certain overhead
is associated with database operations. Furthermore, database
approach is often only suitable on the side of data center,
the overlay design in SIROM3 is flexible to run platformindependently with little overhead.
IX.

C ONCLUSION

Performance monitoring of civil infrastructure is a key
aspect to manage and maintain transportation infrastructure. Roaming Multi-Modal Multi-Sensor Systems (RMMMS)
promising for automating inspection and lowering the cost,

while simultaneously increasing coverage and time resolution.
To simplify the development, construction and operation of
RMMMS, this paper introduced SIROM3 . The hierarchically
constructed SIROM3 provides a unified solution for control,
management, operation and data processing, yielding scalable
and expandable RMMMS systems. SIROM3 -Services facilitate
coordination, collaboration among sensor systems, and enable
sensor fusion. SIROM3 automates big data handling, by data
collection, data transfer and automated processing. It offers a
flexible plugin system that is an ideal testbed to develop data
fusion analysis methodologies.
We demonstrated SIROM3 ’s efficiency by realizing automated roadway inspection. We instrumented a van with more
than 30 heterogeneous sensors connected to 5 onboard processing units, creating a roaming roadway inspection system
controlled by 1 data center. Over 20 terabytes of data have
been collected so far in the City of Brockton, MA, geospatially
analyzed, and visualized, giving city officials invaluable data
to coordinate infrastructure investments.
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